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The use of manual

Model: Lenovo A916

Please read this manual carefully before operation.

Lenovo mobile phone
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You are welcome to use the Lenovo products, please carefully read before operation.

Read the manual.

This product is limited to within the territory of the people's Republic of China (except
Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan regions) sales. Lenovo follows the sustainable
developing strategy. Therefore, Lenovo Retained in advance
notice, on the manual tracing Modifications and improvements to any of the products of
the. The content of this manual is provided "as is". Unless suitable With the legal
provisions or not, this manual is accurate Sex, reliability and make the contents of any
type, clear or Implied warranties, including but not limited to the implied warranties of
merchantability and The applicability of the specific purpose
of guarantee. Association reserves the Without notice to amend or withdraw the manual

Right. If you need to use the new manual (electronic version),

Please visit: http://www.lenovocare.com.cn.

Purpose of the manual is to help you correctly use

Products wanted to, is not representative of the software and hardware configuration of
the product.

No explanation. The relevant product configuration, please consult with the

Product related contract (Ruo You), or consult your sale

Product vendors. In this manual, the picture is for reference only, such as
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Results individual picture does not match with the product in kind, please refer to
the product

Material shall prevail. Many network function is introduced in this manual is composed of

Special service network operators to offer, whether the use of these

The function of the network depends on the network operators to provide services to you

Business.

The contents of this manual is protected by copyright laws and regulations to protect, not

The association prior written authorization, you shall not in any way complex

Preparation of this manual, copying, or will this manual in any form in



The transmission of any wired or wireless network, or the hand

Books translated into any language.

If you found in the use of the actual product the situation there is inconsistency with the
manual, or you want to get the new information, or if you have any questions or
ideas, please login Or contact:

*

Lenovo mobile phone mall official website:

Http://shop.lenovomobile.com

*

Lenovo mobile phone hotline: 400-618-9988
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"Legend", "Lenovo", "Lenovo

Want to "and other Lenovo logo is Lenovo Group owned enterprises
Trademark. Herein the company name, product or service, The name is probably belongs
to Lenovo Group enterprises or other companies Trademark.
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The first chapter safety and maintenance

The use of mobile phone, please observe the following precautions:

*

Before use, please read the manual.

*

When asked to prohibit the use of mobile phone or mobile phone use will lead to
Interference or danger, do not start.

*

On the plane, please always keep mobile phone shutdown. If the hand Machine set
up alarm clock, schedule etc. in the off state with Automatic start function, please set and
cancel before boarding check

The.

*

The use of mobile phone, should keep away from heat, high voltage environment,

Such as electric or electric heating cooking equipment.

*

Fire hazard area. In the gas station, fuel depots and other flammable materials

Please shut down the nearby.

*



When driving is strictly prohibited handheld mobile phone. Please don't put the mobile
phone in the above or airbag airbag deployment can touch area Inside, in order to
avoid inflation of the airbag, mobile phone is very strong outside Power, may cause
serious injury to you.
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*

The only use of the company's approved standard battery and charger Device and other
accessories. Caused due to the use of third party accessories Any consequences, the
company does not undertake any responsibility.

*

Prohibit the unauthorized disassembly of mobile phone.

*

Mobile phone close to other electronic devices can cause dry on the Disturbance. Please
stay away from electronic equipment, such as TV, radio, The personal
computer, pacemakers and hearing aids and other equipment Preparation. It is strictly
prohibited to put the mobile phone in the vicinity of a credit card or magnetic field.

In a hospital or other special places, please follow the special place The relevant
provisions of the use of your mobile phone.

*

It is strictly prohibited to make mobile phone by mechanical vibration or shaking. It is
strictly forbidden to use Tap screen edge tool.

*

The use of mobile phone sets may damage the mobile phone shell coating.

*

Prohibited the use of dissolved compounds, such as benzene, thinner or alcohol, Wipe
the mobile phone shell. It is strictly prohibited to make chemical corrosive matter
Goods, cleaning agent contact mobile phone. Only use a clean soft Cloth gently wipe
your mobile phone.

*

It is strictly prohibited to mobile phone long time exposure in the sun, or too much

Smoke and dust.
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*

Keep mobile phone drying, is strictly prohibited in the high humidity environment.

Use, such as the bathroom. The device is not waterproof, it is strictly prohibited
to make cream Rain or damp.

*



If your mobile phone is an external antenna, if not necessary, No touch the antenna, use
only the original antenna, if The use of unauthorized antennas may be caused by mobile
phone Damage.

*

When you want to put the charger plug is pulled out from your mobile phone, to plug to
pull, pull the power line is strictly prohibited.

*

Please don't just rely on the mobile phone communication as an emergency Tools, such
as medical emergencies.

*

Please safety local mobile phone out of the reach of children, In case of danger. When
you use the battery, please observe the following precautions:

*

Before use, please read the manual and cell surface Identification.

*

Please to charge the battery in a cool, ventilated room. Otherwise Charging when the
ambient temperature is too high, will cause the hair cell The heat, smoke, burning
or deformation, or even an explosion.
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*

Battery internal circuit and device of special protection, prohibited Without opening the
battery, otherwise it will cause a short circuit or electrolysis Fluid leakage. If electrolyte
gets into the eyes are blind. Insurance. Then immediately flush eyes with water (do not
Rubbing eyes), and immediately to the hospital.

*

It is strictly prohibited to squeeze the battery, non mechanical vibration or shaking
of electricity Pool, it is strictly prohibited to short-circuit the battery, because it will damage
the electric Pool or connect to the device. Short by some of the metal Goods (such as
coins, pen or clip) directly to the battery, the anode and cathode connecting cause, so do
not place the battery With metal objects.

*

Please keep the metal contact and battery clean.

*

Do not use damaged or depleted batteries.

*

Please do not meet the performance requirement in the battery replacement.

The battery can be charged hundreds of times, until the need to be replaced. Electric



The pool is expendable, although it can be hundreds of times charge discharge

Power, but its power consumption will gradually reduce. When you find

The use of time (talk time and standby time) significantly reduced

A little while, that a new battery should be replaced.
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*

Don't connect the battery to long time exposure in the sun, or too much

Smoke and dust. Is strictly prohibited in high humidity environment

In use, such as the bathroom. The battery is not waterproof, it is strictly prohibited to make
it

Rain or damp.

*

It is strictly prohibited to put the battery in hot or cold places, temperature

Of more than 50 degrees C (122 degrees F) or lower than -10 DEG C

(14 degrees F) will affect the performance of the battery environment.

*

It is strictly prohibited to dispose of batteries in a fire, so as to avoid explosion.

*

It is strictly prohibited to the battery is put in the water, so as not to cause internal short

The road, causing overheat, smoke, deformation, damage,even explosion.

*

Dispose of batteries according to the regulations (such as recycling), may not be electric

Pool as life garbage treatment, so as not to cause explosion and pollution

Dyeing.

*

The battery can use special charger, not in 0 degrees C to 45 degrees C (32 degrees F to
113 degrees F) temperature range Wall outer charging, and continuous charging
time shall not exceed

12 hours.

*

Please safety place batteries out of the reach of children, In case of danger.
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Use the charger, please observe the following precautions:

*

Before use, please read the manual and charger table



Face identification.

*

Please do not disassemble or remodel the charger, is strictly prohibited in the power
supply line

Use the charger in case of damage, otherwise it will lead to touch

Electricity, fire or damaged charger.

*

It is strictly prohibited to contact with wet hands chargers. If the charger contact

The water or other liquid, immediately cut off the power supply.

*

Prohibit short-circuit charger, non mechanical vibration or shaking of the charge

Electrical appliances, avoid direct sunlight, is strictly prohibited in the bathroom and high
humidity

Degree using the charger. The charger is not waterproof, Yan

Can make it rain or damp.

*

Please do not use in the vicinity of television, radio and other electrical appliances

Charger.

*

Pull the plug when to seize chargers, pull the line will damage

Wire.

*

Please put the charger in the reach of the children safely

Side, to prevent dangerous.
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When using headphones (you may need to purchase additional headset),

Please observe the following precautions:

When using headphones (you may need to purchase additional headset),

Please observe the following precautions:

*

When using headphones please pay attention to the control of the appropriate volume, so
as to avoid

Impairment of hearing.

*

Do not force pull the earphone wire, so as to avoid the fault current



Like.

*

In the long time use headphones in high temperature and high humidity place, easy

The damage caused by the headset or reduced service life.

*

Driving a car, ride a bike or walk on the road, please

Do not use headphones, otherwise easily lead to a traffic accident.

*

Please safety place headset out of the reach of children,

In case of danger.

Safety warning

Update your phone please by association official after-sales service

Dots or lenovo mobile phone comes with the system upgrade function. Such as the use of

The other way to upgrade the system, may cause the device so that it has

Avoidance or missing data, and lead to system security ability was destroyed,

Trigger the safety risk. It leads to the problem of association does not recognize

Repair liability.
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Environmental and recycling information

"Electrical and electronic products recycling management of waste

Cases of "presentation:

Lenovo Lenovo brand products is encouraged to have the user when not

Need of such products, abide by the state of waste electrical and electronic

Product recovery and treatment of the relevant laws and regulations, which will be handed
over to the local

Countries have recognized qualifications to carry back to recovery
processing manufacturer

Receiving treatment. More recycling service information, please visit:

Http://support1.lenovo.com.cn/lenovo/wsi/a

Ctivity/551.htm.
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The second chapter Lenovo Q&A Smartphone

Q: how the smart phone use is what operating system

The system?

The adoption of smartphones: Excuse me, what is the operating system



The system?

A: the mobile phone is used in Android operating system, the operation

As the system gets a phone users from its founding in 2007

Wide acceptance. At present, the operating system is Android

One of the most users of the smart phone operating system in the world.

Q: how to Lenovo Mobile phone to install third party applications?

A: Lenovo smartphones in the factory has been preset number

The popular application of ordinary users, can meet the basic

Demand. The user can also from the electronic market (such as music store)

And the third party management software to download and install the other third party
shall

Use, or through the USB data line copy third party applications

Order to the phone and install. Please note that only Lenovo preset

Application is the result of association test and guarantee the use effect,

The application of the other users to download the application must be confirmed by

Google authorization and access to the digital signature can ensure

Use effect. If the user needs to install the non Google Award
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application, need to - > security hook is arranged on the main menu - >

Choose the unknown sources that option. Application of non certified storage installation

In the risk, all because of the user to install the non authorized applications

Caused by hardware and software problems caused by the association does not bear the
responsibility to repair.

Lenovo recommends that users to download the official certification.

Application of Association recommends that users to download the official certification.

Q: I would like to ask the third party application download and install the need to charge

?

A: the current Android application more than half are free

The installation of this part, and download the application do not need to charge.

However, download the data flow of the need to charge,

Standard fees please consult the local operators. It is recommended that you

Under the environment of WLAN to download the application, and without number

According to the flow of monthly package or packages flow exhausted condition

Next, select any of the following a way to close the data even

Answer: to close main menu - > Settings > wireless and network number



According to the connection

The number of according to the connection; close the main menu
- > Settings > ->SIM card management

The data connection; close dropdown in the status bar to open data connection

Guan. Because the user person without closing data connection brought

High flow cost association aspect does not bear the relevant responsibility.
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Q: discovery system become more and more slowly the how to deal with?

A:1, intelligent mobile phone and computer like, may be a long time

Running multiple programs found that after the system becomes "card",

Now restart the mobile phone can solve the problem; 2, if the restart

Also can not solve the problem of words, recall recently whether you

Download and install some new third party applications, enter

Settings - > application, try uninstalling recently installed program after

Restart the mobile phone; 3, if the above two methods can not solve the

Your problem, enter the settings - > Reset > backup and restore

Restore factory settings

Recovery

Restore factory settings, the mobile phone can restore factory settings, please note

Italy! Note that the use of mobile phone built-in backup and do this operation

Restore the backup your important data tools, or you can use the

Three party tools.

Q: the battery is not durable and how to deal with?

A: intelligent mobile phone for large screen mobile phone, and support the function of the

More, if you long time to surf the Internet, watch videos, play games,

So the battery life time will be reduced. So

How can ability as much as possible to extend the battery life time and so

With life? When you do not require wireless connection, close
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Closed WLAN, Bluetooth, in dim light or at night,

Suggest that you reduce the brightness of the screen, can not only extend the mobile
phone

With time, can better protect your eyesight.

2.1 mobile network related explanation

Network data services setup instructions



Mobile phone is preset in the background (background) data communication

Function of the application, you can open or close all with back

Jing (background) application data communication function, also can open

Open or close one with background (background) data communication

Automatic update function application or set its frequency. When a

A background (background) application data communication function, Rev.

After moving, you can also find the corresponding dishes in this application

Single open or close the application background (background) data

Automatic update communication function or set its frequency.

Preset application data flow specification

With a background (background) application data communication function

Internet traffic and software generated type, user settings

Automatic update frequency and the server provides a service number
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According to the amount and so on. If you have a background (background).

Application letter function automatic update feature is turned on, in use

Will automatically generate the Internet users not to do any operation conditions

Flow, which may result in the Internet fee, please use discretion.

Dual sim card single standby

Special note: this mobile phone use "Dual SIM card"design,

is also inserted into the two card number in a mobile phone only

one card number in the standby state, the other card number is in shutd own

Status. You can go to Settings > wireless and network - > double card

Single standby settings - > standby card slot choose to view or change the number

State.
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The third chapter install and charge

3.1 installation of mobile phone

1 press the button arrow upward (oblique corner force)



Take down the mobile phone back cover.
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2 press the button arrow will (U) SIM card inserted

(U) SIM card slot, insert (U) to ensure that the SIM card

Metal face down ((U) SIM card is the metal contact surface

Easy scraping damage. Before installation, please be careful of the

Out).

3

The memory card into the card slot (you may need to the amount of outsourcing

Buy memory card), as shown below.
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4

The battery metal contact end corresponding body shrapnel, and will

A square groove batteries into the fuselage, as shown below.

5

The mobile phone cover gently on the body, and as shown below

In the arrow downward pressing, until completely and fuselage

Fit.
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3.2 remove the battery, (U) SIM and memory card

1 the mobile phone shutdown and remove external power supply.

Note:

*

In the boot state can directly remove the battery

Can damage the (U) SIM card and mobile phone.

*

In the boot state directly unloaded memory card

May cause the transmission to the mobile phone file lost

The loss of mobile phone, or lead to abnormal phenomenon,

Does not work.

2 remove the cover of mobile phone.

3 according to the direction of the arrow in the diagram below the battery out.
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4 according to the direction of the arrow in the figure below (U) the SIM card out.

5 the memory card is removed from the card slot, as shown below.
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3.3 for mobile phone charging

The charger plugged in, then the charger plug

Head is inserted into the mobile phone charging socket, as shown below:

Note: be careful operation, do not forcibly pulled out

The charger plug, otherwise you may damage the mobile phone

Or charger.
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*

Your mobile phone attached to the battery must be finished before use

Full charge.

*

When charging do not remove battery or (U) SIM card.

*

If the battery runs out, the mobile phone will automatically shut down.

3.4 startup and shutdown

Please make sure that battery has been installed before starting. Press and hold the
power button untilthe screen of the mobile phone boot, the boot screen. Some (U) SIM
card will have PIN code protection. If the input to a PIN code prompt, enter your PIN
code. The initial PIN code is generally 1234.



After the boot, if the inserted SIM card (U) effectively, mobile phone will
automatically search for availablenetwork. Press and hold the power button to turn
off, until the emergence of shutdown options, and then select shutdown.

3.5 security password

Security code you can use this section describes to avoid unauthorized use of your SIM
card (U).
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PIN code

To prevent user (U) SIM card from being illegally used. If your mobile phone has launched
PIN codeprotection function, after power on, the screen will display the input PIN
code tips. If three consecutive incorrect PIN code (U), the SIM card will be locked
automatically. You must enter the PUK code to unlock.The PIN code and the (U) SIM
card and mobile phone related, unrelated, PIN code provided by the network operator.

PUK code

PUK code is a personal unlock code, to be used to unravel because three consecutive
incorrect PIN codeand locked (U) SIM card. If the cumulative PUK code is entered
incorrectly 10 times, (U) SIM card will be invalid. PUK code provided by the network
operator.
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The fourth chapter introduces the mobile phone

4.1 mobile phone appearance

serial number description serial number description

1 Light
/ dear near sensors

2 receiver

3 front camera 4 The volume keys

serial number description serial number description



5 power button 6 return key
7 main screen key 8 menu
9 main screen 10 Headset jack
11 rear camera 12 Micro USB socket
13 speaker 14 flash

4.2 mobile phone keys description
Key Description
The power button The boot state:

* Short press, open or close the
screen backlight
*Long press, out of mobile phone options
menu
The shutdown state:
*Long press, boot

The return key To return to the previous menu.
The main screen key To return to the standby interface
The menu key Popup menu options
The volume keys Adjust the volume size

fifth chapter The main function Guide

When the logo network operators in the mobile phone appears on the screen, you
can make or receive calls. A mobile phone information in the top right corner of the
screen shows the network signal strength.The call to influence the quality of obstacle is
relatively large, so the mobile in small range can effectivelyimprove the quality of the
communication.

National calls

Enter the phone number in the standby state, and then press the dial icon starts
the call. The other is switched on, the screen will display the call status information. The
end of press end call icon to hang up the phone.

5.2 contact

Relevant information you can use contact function store contact.

Note: (U) the number and capacity of the relevant records SIM card storage.
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The sixth chapter text input

This mobile phone has input method for you to provide. You can
also download other input method to installto use.

In the mobile phone function input is allowed:

The input, edit short messages;



The input, edit contact name;

......

Input method

Choose the input method, you can click on the icon to switch the input mode according to
the input methodinterface: digital, Chinese, symbols or letters.

You can also install the other input methods to.
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The seventh chapter Lenovo Mobile Internet products

If you buy lenovo mobile phone built-in "Lenovo Mobile Internet products", you can
directly use the corresponding function. Such as

Fruit is not built into the mobile phone function, you need to realize the corresponding
function site through other way log association.

7.1 music store

Lenovo Lenovo Group to build the store
is open, security, local, social Android (Android) should be

Use the download platform, is currently one of the few Android App
store some security. Lenovo store has a mass of genuine stress

Use, promise to provide non suction fee, no trojan virus security
application download service to users.Lenovo store is divided into Web, Phone and Pad

The three version, according to the needs of different platforms provide
personalized content and services.

Music store has two access mode:

*

The user can login Lenovo store Webpage:

Http://app.lenovo.com;
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*

Users can install the music store client to download the application. In order to ensure
the information synchronization, also can be in the music store after the visit, the use
of mobile phone number or email as a user name registered "associative account".

Music store client download mode:

*

Login Webpage http://app.lenovo.com music store,

Then click the download button home page;

*

Two dimensional code download:



Phone version download music store

Pad version download music store

More music store information, please pay attention to music
store Sina official micro-blog: @ music store.

Welcome to search "music store", more wonderful!
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7.2 Le Anquan

Music is the development of a security association system and kernel set defense, peep
proof, anti suctionfee, theft proof, anti virus

In one intelligent mobile phone security software. A key medical advanced cloud
killing technology, 5 seconds quickly kill, time-saving.

Active interception

Provides marking function (specified intercept), automatically
blocking malware suction fee, save flow. Rights management, prolonging the standby at
any time independent management software, shut down power
consumption procedure permissions. Has the highest protection ability, anti suction
cost function of the super, thoroughly eliminate malicious software peep user
privacy and call, text.
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7.3 cloud services

The cloud service is Lenovo developed a personal mobile phone in order to prevent data
loss, provides amobile phone data backup and recovery service software. Through the
network will be in the mobile phonedata backup to the cloud. Then can through the mobile
phone, tablet computer or Internet to view and manage the information in the cloud.

The cloud service web site: http://pim.lenovo.com.

Data backup and perfect

Will you mobile phone, SMS, contacts in the call records and photographs and
other information securitybackup to the cloud cloud services, safe and
reliable, never missing data!

Management, intelligence can use Web Webpage manage your data, intelligent merge
contacts, information management more easily!



Convenient key migration key backup and restore of all mobile phone data, with
the associative flow mostnew compression technology, more convenient, zero seconds!
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Easy to shoot or pass

Will take beautiful instant upload, can cloud
backup and management. Communication log backup process optimization, the cloud will
automatically merge completely the same contacts, contacts may cloud thanmobile
phone contacts contact less, convenient and quick.

The whole platform support for Android, Symbian iOS, full platform support, let
the replacement becomes simple.

7.4 music portal (Lenovo site navigation)

Music portal is to provide a new convenient Internet portal for mobile internet. The news
of current events,timed to buy hot, life more commonly used web site. Remain within
doors control world. Music portal web site: http://m.idea123.cn.
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The common telephone, one touch dial

The first provides Webpage commonly used phone click dial service site
navigation, included the mostcomprehensive life common telephone number. Convenient
your life. Remain within doors, known to the world insight news and current affairs, grasp
the popular vocabulary network hot words, the daily show,allowing you to remain within
doors know everything. Web site included, atoxic rich web site included,included are
suitable for mobile phone browsing, music content after security authentication, safe
non-toxic.Abundant life from music portal.

7.5 eggplant pass quickly

Eggplant fast pass is Association launched a mobile phone content
transmission tool. Data transmission path through the establishment of
automatic by mobile phone between, achieve can high-speed receiving and sending
data in the absence of external WLAN network or telephone network, process because it
isdirect transmission between mobile phone, so no need to
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Consumption of any user of Internet traffic. The user has the advantages of simple
operation, no pairingcomplex configuration, no need to login account, add friends, to
support the people to each other. Allow users to get rid of the data line, Bluetooth and
other complex ways to share, with a simple, intuitive interaction allows users to
experience close line social joy shared with others.

Eggplant fast pass Web site: http://kc.lenovo.com/.
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The eighth chapter features quick reference

Function description selection

Call records View all recent
call,missed, dialed,a
nswered

The main
menu- > call records

Quick contacts
search

In contacts quick
contacts search

The main
menu - > contacts

Add contacts Add a contact in
contacts

The main
menu - > contacts >
create new contacts

The alarm clock Set the alarm
clock at a particular
time

The main menu - >
gadgets> clock

Date and time Set the date and
time

The main
menu - > Settings >
date and time

The display
language

Select the mobile
phone display
language

The main
menu - > Settings >
language > languag
e and input method

The ring settings Selection of
ringtones, informatio
n notification
tone ringing, etc.

The main
menu - > Settings >
scene
mode - > standard -
> voice ringtones

Volume Adjust the
ring, notification
and alarm volume

The main
menu - > Settings >
scene
mode - > standard -
> volume

Security settings You can set a
variety
of password, used
to protect the mobile
phone, to
prevent theft

The main
menu - > Settings >
Security

Restore factory The mobile
phone settings

The main
menu - > Settings >



settings restore to factory
default setting part

Reset > backup
and restore factory
settings

Note: the initial PIN code is generally 1234.
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The common problems in the ninth chapter

Any problems in the use of mobile phone in the process, please refer to the
following methods to solve. If the problem persists, please immediately and
Association designated contact the dealer or repair business. The appearance of the
screen to enter the PIN code input (U) SIM card with valid PIN code. If you don't
know PIN code, contact your network operator immediately. The appearance of the
screen to enter the PUK code PIN code is entered incorrectly three times (U), your SIM
card will be locked, to unlock, you must enter the PUK code, if you don't know PUK
code, contact your network operator immediately. The appearance of the screen (U) is
inserted into the SIM card information confirmation (U) SIM card is installed
correctly. Check (U)SIM card is working properly, it may be defective or faulty. If
so, please deliver the network operators to resolve.
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The display is not in the service area, the status icon network fault check the
signal strength. If there is no network signal, you can network blind area in the basement
or buildings in other areas to receive signals,please. There is another situation, you may
be in the network does not cover the area, can ask your network
operator provides network services. The sound quality is poor, echo or noise makes
conversation difficult to hang up the phone, dial again, network operators may

Contact you with a better quality of the line. Standby time varying signal short seat is
weak, a long time to find the signal caused by mobile phone. When you do not want to
answer the phone, can temporarily shut down; or the battery usage time is too long, the
service life of the battery at the close, please replace with new battery.

Mobile phone can not boot check the battery or charging. In charge during
the open mobile phone, check.Mobile phone if long time static
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Easy to make excessive battery discharge, at this time can not boot, the charging
start long period after noresponse, need to wait after the restoration of electricity to boot.

Cannot send a short message, you need to check your service center number option, to
see if you have set the SMS center number or the number of errors, you may
SMS service is not open, or short message object is invalid, network operators or your
area did not support the service (specific can consult the local network operators).

Not charging



There are three possibilities: one is the mobile phone charger bad work, you may go and
Associationdesignated repair operator or distributor Alliance

Network; two is the environmental temperature, can change the charging
environment; three is bad, cancheck the charger plug.

Contact could not add data contact storage is full, delete some of the
original useless items.
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Can't choose some function

Do not open the network operators of the service or the location is not supported by
this service. Please contact the Association designated repair business, distributor
or network operator contact.
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The tenth chapter technical parameters

Routine

Product Name: TD-LTE digital mobile phone

Model: Lenovo A916

System: Android

The basic parameters

Size: about 149.5 mm x 76.6 mm x 8.7 mm

Weight: 169 grams (with battery)

Battery capacity: 2500 Ma

Talk time: the upper limit is approximately 1284 minutes *

Standby time: the upper limit is about 203 hours *

* theoretical value, depending on local network circumstances.
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The eleventh chapter important safety information -- electromagnetic radiation
performance (important safety information -- electromagnetic radiation performance
index (SAR)

This type mobile phone complies with international and national standard about the
radio electromagnetic wave radiation volume requirements, please feel at ease to use!

This kind of mobile phone is a radio transmitter and receiver. Its design
and manufacturing standards do notexceed the International Commission on non ionizing
radiation protection (ICNIRP) proposed radio frequency(RF) limit. Part is a
comprehensive specification of these limits, and the provisions of the radio frequency
energy is applicable to the general public of the allowable level. These guidelines were
developed by theindependent scientific organization in scientific research conducted
regular and comprehensive assessment of the. These standards have



been contains certain safety factor, to ensure that all ages and differenthealth status of
population security. SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) refers to the energy of the
electromagnetic wave absorption ratio, referred to as the specific absorption rate, is a unit
of measurementto measure, applicable to the provisions of the international code of
Public mobile phone specific absorption rate limits are not higher than the average for
every 10 grams ofhuman tissue 2 Watt / kg (W/kg) *, in order to provide the public with
more protection, while also taking into account the deviation measurement, this limit has
included a safety margin.
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SAR values of the test is based on the standard testing procedures, with a maximum
output power of mobile phones to test all kinds of frequency, in view of the test
results are determined at the maximum power level,the actual your mobile phone use in
the general case when the SAR value is far lower than the maximum value
of the test. This is because the mobile phone we design for you can work in a variety
of power output,and the practical work in connection with the power network using only
the level required, as is usually the case, you are closer to the base station, mobile
phone radiation power is low, while the resulting absorption rate is smaller.

After testing, the product of electromagnetic radiation of specific absorption rate (after
testing, the product of electromagnetic radiation of specific absorption rate (SAR) to a
maximum of 0.233 W/Kg, in line with national standards, in line with the national standard
GB 21288-2007 requirements. * ratio may be due to countries or regions, the test
environment, the network band and different test of single vary the rate of absorption,the
use of mobile phone accessories and parts may also lead to different specific
absorption rate.
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The twelfth chapter important safety information -- medical equipment

Any radio transmitting equipment (including the equipment) are likely to medical
equipment on theinterference caused by improper protection function. If there are
problems or uncertainty of medical equipment can shield the external RF energy, please
consult a medical staff or medical equipment manufacturers. On the prohibition of the use
of electronic devices or disable mobile phone wireless transmission
function place, please abide by the relevant provisions of. A pacemaker fitted with a
pacemakerpeople in the use of this product, please refer to such as the next suggestion:

*Should always keep the cell phone and a pacemaker is greater than the distance
between 15.3 cm (about 6 inches).

* To carry a cell phone, it should not be placed on the chest pocket.

* Should use and wear pacemakers different side ear answer telephone, to reduce
potential factors causing interference.
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Hearing aid, cochlear implants

Hearing aid, cochlear implant users in the use of this product, please consult the
authorized medicalpersonnel and references of medical equipment

Supplier's instructions. If you suspect a interference, please shut down and the mobile
phone into a distant location.


